
Factory correct C4 roof installation procedure 
 
Melrose T-Top Int. has been in the Corvette business for over 30 years.  In that time we have 
taken lead position as the most reputable GM licensed aftermarket supplier of Corvette roofs and 
t-tops in the industry. 
 
That being said, I feel comfortable explaining to you what seems to be a gray area in the Corvette 
world regarding replacement roof installation and adjustment.  Most C4 Corvette owners don’t 
lend much thought to their tops as being an integral part of the vehicle’s structural integrity.  The 
C4 however was initially designed as T-bar vehicle like the C3’s, and it wasn’t until a GM exec 
ordered the car be converted to a targa model, the engineers realized they had a problem.  With 
the T-bar removed handling characteristics suffered greatly due to torsional flexibility.  
Unfortunately for us the only viable solution to this was an inconvenient bolt in bulky style targa 
roof.   
 
The first thing you want to do when purchasing a new roof is verify the year of the roof on your 
car.  Even though your car may be a 1988 it could have been converted at one point.  Sound 
unlikely?  GM sold a kit for many years to convert 84-88 Corvettes to the third design 89-96 roof 
styles.  This was due in part to the fact that only one roof design was available and it generated 
more income selling and installing the kits.  So, how do I determine my roof year design?  You 
can compare your front mounting hardware with chart below or measure between your front 
mounting bolts.    
 
Measured from bolt to bolt O.C. across top of windshield frame. 

• 1st design 84 - Early 86  28.5” 
• 2nd design Late 86-88  31.5” 
• 3rd design 89-96  32.5” 

 

  
We have established the structural importance of the C4 targa style roof and it’s different designs. 
Now we can discuss how to properly install it, or better yet, how not to.  Start by parking your 
vehicle on flat ground, and inflating all tires to factory specs then follow the instructions below per 
your specific vehicle year. 



 
 
First design 84-Early 86 Roof Installation- 
 

1. Make sure front cone / plate assembly is loose enough to move by hand. 
 

2. Set the roof on the car and tighten rear center bolts.  If bolts are being difficult to start, 
recheck to make sure roof is centered, and have a second person push roof towards 
back of car to help compress the new weatherstrip.    
 

3. Tighten the outer two rear locator bolts on each side.  Rear of roof is now done. 
 
 

4. Tighten front mounting bolts.  You may need to move the plate assembly around while 
trying to line up and tighten front mounting bolts with other hand. 

5. Tighten cones with thin 1 1/8” installation wrench as seen here:  
 

 - 84-86 early Install wrench  
 
6.  Loosen center front mounting bolts.  Retighten front bolts paying close attention to when front 
of the roof’s lens makes an even contact with the windshield weatherstrip.  The front edge should 
only put approximately 1/8” of pressure on the weatherstrip for proper sealing as front bolts are 
tightened.  Too much pressure may cause warps, cracks, or other problems.  Too little pressure 
may result in air or water leaks.  If you feel there is too much pressure being put onto the front of 
the lens please refer to 2nd design install instruction below to adjust front roof mounting brackets. 
 
 
Second and Third  Design 86 late -96 Roof Installation 
 

1. Drop front upper windshield trim panel by removing 5 Phillips screws (1 rear view mirror 
screw and 4 outer)  
 

2. Remove front upper roof mounting bracket covers via 2 Phillip screws per side  
 

3. Remove 5/16” visor nuts and pop off spring retaining washers using a flat screwdriver 
 

4. Visors will slide out and allow entire trim panel, mirror, and visors to hang  
 



 
 

 
5. Go to roof and make sure front plate assembly on roof is loose enough to move by hand. 

 
6. Set the roof on the car and tighten rear center bolts.  If bolts are being difficult to start, 

recheck to make sure roof os centered, and have a second person push roof towards 
back of car to help compress the new weathertstrip.    
 

7. Tighten the outer two rear locator bolts on each side.  Rear of roof is now done. 
 

8. Tighten center front mounting bolts.  You may need to move the plate assembly around 
while trying to line up and tighten front mounting bolts with other hand 

 



 
 

9. Tighten outer front roof plate bolts 
 

10. Loosen center front mounting bolts.  Retighten front bolts paying close attention to when 
front of the roof’s lens makes an even contact with the windshield weatherstrip.  The front 
edge should only put approximately 1/8” of pressure on the westherstrip for proper 
sealing as front bolts are tightened.  Too much pressure may cause warps, cracks, or 
other problems.  Too little pressure may result in air or water leaks. 
 

11. If you feel there is too much pressure on the front of the lens, loosen the front mounting 
brackets and move upward as necessary.  (Tip- mark the windshield frame where bracket 
is sitting before you loosen it, so you have a origin to return to if needed) 
 

 

 
 

12. Once roof is adjusted reassemble trim parts in reverse order.  Pay attention to rear view 
mirror wires so they don’t get pinched.  

  



Notes-  
• There are many people installing cheap aftermarket weatherstrips on their cars 

these days.  Sometimes you don’t have a choice, but if you do, always try to find 
something as close to the factory latex covered foam type weatherstripping.  
Avoid the rubber (gummy bear) feeling stuff.  It doesn’t compress very well and 
causes damage in many cases to Corvette transparent roofs.  If you install these 
on your car you must readjust your front mounting brackets. 
 

• Shims may be added or removed behind rear brackets to adjust rear roof gap, 
though this is most often not needed.  Drop rear trim panel to access rear 
mounting brackets. 

 


